Spark
Samsung
Galaxy
Note10+ Aura
Glow - 256GB
Introducing next-level power. With the Galaxy Note10+
Samsung have designed a mobile experience that’s like
a laptop, a gaming console, a movie studio, and an
intelligent pen, all in one device. Key Features:
Designed to be as beautiful as it is powerful: The
ergonomic grip and lightweight build set a high standard
for smartphone design. Made of durable Gorilla Glass 6,
the polished glass material catches the light, creating a
futuristic and premium aura. Infinity-O Display creates
an immersive view: The front camera is tiny and
discreetly positioned to minimise interruptions onscreen.
With bezels pushed way back, Samsung have given
you a truly epic view. More Power. More Speed: The
powerful 7nm processor and 12GB RAM combine to
provide impressive speeds. With 2.0Gbps LTE, easily
download files, live game, and stream content, even in
busy places. Laptop Storage without the Laptop: The
Galaxy Note10+ take mobile memory to the next level
with 256GB storage which you can expand by up to an
additional 1TB via microSD. Power made to last: It's
Note's largest battery yet, with cutting-edge intelligence
that recognises and adjusts to your mobile habits.
Super Fast Charging delivers 25W of power for a fast
power-up. Or ditch the cord with Fast Wireless Charging
2.0.1 Pro-grade Camera: Samsung have packed
powerful pro-grade technology in your pocket with the
multi-camera system, giving you the power to go from
shoot to edit instantly. Turns everyday photos and
videos into epic moments with the DepthVisionCamera,
go wide for a 123° field of vision with the 16MP Ultra

Wide Camera. Crop in with the 12MP Wide-angle
Camera, or get closer with the 2x optical zoom on the
12MP Telephoto Camera. Designed for more natural
eye contact, the 10MP front camera now sits in the
centre of the screen and now has built in autofocus for
clear shots. *1. F ast Wireless Charging 2.0 currently
available with Wireless Charger Stand, Wireless
Charger Duo Pad, and other devices that support 10W
or more wireless charging. Sold separately. Actual
charging speed may vary depending on the actual
usage, charging conditions, and other factors. Wireless
charger requires power connection. Recommend using
in-box charging cable and/or travel adapter for use of
third party items may cause damage to the Wireless
Charger Stand and Wireless Charger Duo Pad or a
decrease in charging speed. Learn more Spark Plans

Features
All Product Details

Brand
Product
Type

Samsung
Spark Mobile Phones

Phone Specifications

Display Size
Storage
3G
4G
Camera
Secondary
Camera
Battery Type

6.8"
256 GB
Yes
Yes
16MP Ultra Wide Camera, 12MP
Wide-angle Camera, 12MP
Telephoto Camera, DepthVision
Camera
10MP Selfie Camera
4300mAh

Dimensions

Product Width
Product

.79cm
198g

Weight
Warranty

Manufacturers

24 Months
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